Courses Title: Bangladesh Studies: History
Course Code: HSS-111(b)[BA, EEE, CSE, PHARM], HSS211(b) [CE]

Course Outline:

The land: Geographical Factors, The People. Historical Perspectives. Ancient Bengali: Sasanka-
Rise of the Palas - the Senas. Early Medieval Bengal. Coming of the Muslims. The Independent
sultanate of Bengal: Ilyas Shahi and Hossein Shahi Bengal. Development of Bengali Language
& Bengali Literature. Late medieval Bengal: The Establishment of Mughal Rule in Bengal Bara
Bhuiyans: Subedars and Nawabs, Coming of the Europeans New Approach in Bengal
Architecture Beginning of British rule in Bengal: Battles of Plassey & Buzas. Diwani (1765).
The Dual government. Permanent Settlement (1793) Nineteenth Century Bengali Renaissance:
Areas of Social & Religious Reforms-Raja Rammohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Titu
Meer. Partition of Bengal (1905). Language Movement (1952) Movement for Autonomy; 6-
The Liberation War. The Emergence of Bangladesh as a Sovereign Independent State in 1971.